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"youtube’s new content safety verification system is a major step forward," said the letter. "however, we are very concerned about the continued pattern of youtube declining to implement effective measures to protect minors from indecent content on the site." in response to
the letter, the youtube product team argued in a post that "we have implemented a number of tools to address this issue," adding that "the team has made a lot of progress in tackling child safety issues and improving the experience on the platform." safe-mail’s ceo, michael
brant, says he created safe-mail in the wake of the fbi takedown to provide a service that would protect its users and their privacy. his company, launched in january 2014, claims its encryption--which is the strongest form of encryption known--actually makes it harder for the
fbi to access your data. brant says he was initially reluctant to host email for users of a forum like the silk road, which he believes puts users at risk. however, he quickly came to the realization that providing a secure email service for the dark web was the best way to protect

the silk road users. “we realized that if we can provide secure email, it makes it safer to use the silk road,” brant says. email services like google, gmail, yahoo, and hotmail are all operated by third parties that are subject to the requests of governments. a u.s. search warrant is
required to access gmail, yahoo, and hotmail data. if the fbi gets a court order from a u. judge, it can obtain any records stored by the email service provider in the u. google, for example, has no obligation to comply with a u. warrant for data stored in the u. similarly, hotmail

has no obligation to comply with british court orders for information stored in the u.
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